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Ni-YSZ/YSZ/YSZ-LSM anode-supported microtubular fuel cells have been successfully manufactured and characterizaed. Diffe-
rent temperatures hace been tested obtaining abput 600mW/cm2 at 895ºC using pure humidified hydrogen as fuel. 
A 2-cells stack prototype has been fabriocated in order to prove its scalability. 
The complete system has been simulated using Matlab Simulink. For an electric power of 50W the system had an efficiency 
around 40%. The resultsshowed the internal convection rate is not a critical factor as it was lower than 1Wm2K1 however the 
device isolation was a critical factor in maintaining the stack temperature instead of the exchanger efficiency. 

CONCLUSIONS

A prototype model was 
also defined for the com-
plete integration of the 
componentes. 

The heat exchanger as 
well as the stack are 
joined together so that 
the heat can be retained, 
decreasing the global 

A modula 3D design of the stack was also drawn. 
16 cells of 15cm length. Active area of those cells 8cm2. 
Full stack would produce around 50W. 

3D MODEL

Tested internal and external convection 
rates at 10Wm-2K-1 the limiting temperatu-
re was 900K where the losses were 48.69W.

Convection coefficient tested from 
100Wm-2K-1 to 0.01Wm-2K-1 at a temperature 
1173K.
Only if both convection rates (internal and 
external) are lower than 1Wm-2K-1 the 
losses (51W) equal the input heat (50W). 

Three factors have been taking into account: 
          Convection coefficient
          Layer temperature
          Exchanger efficiency
ItIt was shown the most limitation factor for the efficiency was the isolation 
of the stack due to use most of the hydrogen on maintaining the stack tem-
perature. 

THERMAL CHARACTERIZATION

Power curve and its fuel concentration de-
pendance.
     534mW for 30% fuel concentration
     767mW for 90% fuel concentration

Power curve and its temperature depen-
dance. 
Strong dependence on the temperature:
     553mW for 8000ºC
     767mW for 900ºC

A model for the complete electric cell cha-
racterization was developed in order to 
opperate the cells at the optimum condi-
tions
Polarization curve obtained for 600, 700, 
800, 900ºC and also for 5, 15, 30, 90% fuel 
concentration. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION

SIMULATION MODEL

Cells presenting similar performance to be 
used for the stack fabrication. 

Cel characterization at durability test

Active area 4cm2/cell
Temperature: 800ºC
OCV: 2.04V (slightly  lower than the predic-
ted Nernst (2.2V))
Power: 0.9W at an op. voltage of 1.1V

Active area 1cm2/cell
Temperature: 860ºC
OCV: 1.23V 
Power: 0.5W at an op. voltage of 0.7V

EIS Test No. 1

EIS Test No.2

Voltage at both durability test

DURABILITY TESTELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION

RESULTSMATERIALS AND METHODS

The integration feasibility of the stack ina portable power module was also demostrated by the conceptual design of the 
system. 
A thermal energy balance of the system was simulated using Matlab Simulink. 
The system includes burner and heat exchanger. 

Energy exchanges considered:
     - fuel mass and fuel energy
     - air mass and its temperature
     - output gasses mass flow and 
output temperatures
     - internal stack heat generated
     - heat losses at the box sides     - heat losses at the box sides

TWO OPERATION MODES: 
     1. Warm up mode
     2. Electric Power delivery

Parameters obtained:
     - output flow temperature
     - mass flow and fuel concentration
     - electric efficiency
     - heat efficiency
     - stoichiometric rate
     - lost heat at the box sides     - lost heat at the box sides

STACK DESIGN

NERNST POTENTIAL: E0  = 0.977V
ACTIVATION LOSSES
    Bulter-Volmer equation:

OHMIC LOSSES
    Arrhenius law:

DIFFUSION LOSSES

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION

ANODE (50vol% Ni 50vol% YSZ)
      NiO previously ball-milled in 2-propanol. 
      Mixed with pore former, 8YSZ and acetone. 
ELECTROLYTE 
      8YSZ deposited by wet ppowder spraying using 2-propanol
CATHODE (Bilayer LSM-YSZ)
   - Functional layer 20um (50vol%LSM - 50vol%YSZ)   - Functional layer 20um (50vol%LSM - 50vol%YSZ)
   - Current collector 20um (80vol%LSM - 20vol%YSZ)

CELL AND STACK FABRICATION

Microtubular SOFC cells can support faster warm up time and have higher volumetric energy density compared to tubular, also the mainadvantage of tubular against planar is the facility they present in the sealing. 
In this work, anode supported microtubular cells have been produed, analyzed and chracterized. 
The integration feasibility of the stack in a portable power module has been demostrated by the conceptual design of the system. An energy balance has been simulated with Matlab Simulink. The operation modes, effi-
ciency and convection inside the stack have been studied via the Simulink simulation. 
This model will be validated with the fabrication of an experimental microtubular cell stack. At the moment, an experimental 2 cell-stack has been built and tested with a total power of 0.9W. 
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PERFORMANCE OF MICROTUBULAR SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELLS FOR THE DESIGN AND 
MANUFACTURE OF A FIFTY WATTS STACK
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Cambia esta gráfica (que es de single cells) por la del stack (figura 4 del intento de paper al IJHE)




